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Depletion attractions drive bacterial capture
on both non-fouling and adhesive surfaces,
enhancing cell orientation†

Wuqi Amy Niu, Morgan N. Smith and Maria M. Santore *

Depletion attractions, occurring between surfaces immersed in a polymer solution, drive bacteria

adhesion to a variety of surfaces. The latter include the surfaces of non-fouling coatings such as

hydrated polyethylene glycol (PEG) layers but also, as demonstrated in this work, surfaces that are

bacteria-adhesive, such as that of glass. Employing a flagella free E. coli strain, we demonstrate that cell

adhesion on glass is enhanced by dissolved polyethylene oxide (PEO), exhibiting a faster rate and greater

numbers of captured cells compared with the slower capture of the same cells on glass from a buffer

solution. After removal of depletant, any cell retention appears to be governed by the substrate, with

cells immediately released from non-fouling PEG surfaces but retained on glass. A distinguishing feature

of cells captured by depletion on PEG surfaces is their orientation parallel to the surface and very strong

alignment with flow. This suggests that, in the moments of capture, cells are able to rotate as they

adhere. By contrast on glass, captured cells are substantially more upright and less aligned by flow. On

glass the free polymer exerts forces that slightly tip cells towards the surface. Free polymer also holds

cells still on adhesive and non-fouling surfaces alike but, upon removal of free PEO, cells retained on

glass tend to be held by one end and exhibit a Brownian type rotational rocking.

Introduction

Depletion attractions, arising from the exclusion of dissolved
macromolecules, micelles, or nanoparticles (the ‘‘depletant’’)
from the region near a fluid–solid interface,1,2 are well under-
stood to drive aggregation of colloidal particles3–10 or colloidal
deposition onto the walls of containers, templates, and flow
chambers.11–15 When the particles aggregate or approach
another surface, the volume available for the solvated depletant
exceeds that when the colloids are dispersed, establishing the
entropic origin of depletion attractions. The range of an attrac-
tive depletion potential scales as the depletant size and its
strength depends on depletant concentration, with forces scal-
ing as the osmotic pressure.7 Therefore, the potentials can be
many times kT and longer range than electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions.

While classical descriptions of depletion employ examples,
for instance polymers, that do not adsorb onto the surfaces of

the particles or container walls,1,2 a lack of adsorption is not a
prerequisite for the existence of depletion attractions. When
ample depletant remains dissolved in solution, it exerts an
osmotic attractive force between surfaces, even if they contain
adsorbed polymers.16–18 The ubiquity of scenarios involving
free polymer therefore explain the ubiquity of depletion inter-
actions. Molecules in solution are effectively excluded from
particles or surfaces carrying the same polymer, whether
adsorbed or grafted permanently.19,20 This exclusion is pro-
nounced in a good solvent where, for instance, polymers in free
solution are repelled sterically by those on a surface. Thus, as
depicted in Fig. 1, depletion forces can persist between
depletant-adsorbing surfaces in the presence of excess dis-
solved depletant polymer. This appears to have been the case
in studies employing polyethlene oxide (PEO) to generate
depletion attractions between particles and a glass wall.21–23

Then, the translational entropy of the free depletant increases
upon particle aggregation or deposition to a wall, producing an
effective attraction. (The resulting aggregates may, however,
contain adsorbed polymer depletant and experience bridging
attractions in time.)

A distinguishing feature of depletion aggregation and
deposition is its reversibility.7,20,24–26 Removal of the depletant
from free solution erases the interparticle attraction and, as
long as the particles have not drifted closer into the van der
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Waals minimum, they will resuspend. Likewise, if the depletant
had formed an adsorbed layer on the aggregating particles,
removal of the free depletant will eliminate the depletion
attraction and the particles may resuspend rapidly, as long as
the adsorbed chains have not entangled or bridged particles.

The mechanism of depletion is only recently being consid-
ered in the context of bacterial suspensions27–32 and biofilm
formation, even though bacteria commonly live in polymer-rich
environments. The most basic of these is the polysaccharides
secreted by the cells themselves, which can drive cell
aggregation.33 Using bacteria to degrade plastics may expose
cells to polymer and nanoparticle solutions. Another example,
our digestive tracts contain complex macromolecular solutions
which interact with bacteria and the mucin layer of the gut wall.
Common laxatives and preparations for gastro-endoscopy are
based on polyethylene glycol, a few examples of the relevance of
naturally occurring and synthetic polymer interactions with
bacteria. Aggregation of bacteria by depletion attractions has,
in one study, been shown to produce bacterial resistance by
mechanisms separate from limitations on antibiotic diffusion
through biofilms.34

Motivated by the possibility for negatively charged polysac-
charides to produce inter-cell attractions relevant to biofilm
formation, Schwarz-Linek established that the depletion phase
diagram of E. coli mixed with a model anionic polymer followed
expectations for depletion attractions.30,32 Secor and coworkers
report that exopolysaccharide-driven depletion aggregation and
co-aggregation can be species dependent.35 More recently Niu
et al. established that dissolved PEO, at concentrations
expected to produce substantial depletion attractions and
phase separation, could not only produce reversible aggrega-
tion of E. coli cells, but also drive E. coli to adhere to a surface
rendered otherwise nonadhesive to by application of a PEG
coating.29 The adhesion of E. coli cells on the non-fouling PEG
coating was shown to be rapidly reversed, with cells released
upon removal of PEO from the free solution. The release of cells
from the surface along with dissipation of aggregates upon

removal of PEO was shown to be a distinguishing feature of
depletion attractions experienced by bacteria, different from
bridging and patch-wise attractions produced by polymers
attractive towards cells.

The current work compares depletion-driven capture of
E. coli cells on non-fouling PEG-coatings, a model nonadhesive
biomaterial surface, to that on glass, a model adhesive surface,
selected for its use in many model studies and relevance in chip
assays. Here depletion is shown to occur even though PEO
adsorbs to glass. Also, several of the prior studies, including
that of Niu et al.,29 employed stationary phase cells, either for
their rounder shape (compared to more capsular shapes of the
same bacteria in log phase) or due to the need to reduce cell
division and extracellular polymeric substance secretion during
long settling studies. Relevant to biofilm formation, the current
work examines how depletion interactions and the capture of
E. coli on surfaces proceed for log phase cells.

While focusing on the relevant case of log phase cells, the
current study examines behaviors important to early biofilm
formation: the rates and numbers of cells captured, and their
orientations in-plane and relative to the flow direction. Cell
orientations are compared with previous reports for orienta-
tions of E. coli on surfaces of different chemistries.36

Cell orientation, in addition to mobility and evidence for partial
adhesion is relevant to colony and biofilm growth, influencing
the compactness of growing bacterial communities and their
transition from a flat layer to a three dimensional structure.37–41

The cells here are alive throughout the study and in subsequent
works we demonstrate their growth patterns.

Materials and methods
Depletant

For the depletant, this work employed molecular weight stan-
dard 85 200 g mol�1 poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with a poly-
dispersity of 1.07, from Agilent Technologies.

Bacteria

This study employed E. coli that did not express flagella because
the flhD gene had been knocked out. DflhD E. coli JW1881 were
obtained from the Coli Genetic Stock Center (New Haven, CT).
Prior electron microscopy studies confirmed a lack of flagella
and swimming motility.42

E. coli were grown at 37 1C overnight in lysogeny broth (LB).
After overnight growth, bacteria were back-diluted 1 : 50 in LB,
incubated at 37 1C for 2 hours and harvested in log phase. To
remove components of the growth medium and other macro-
molecular constituents, bacteria cultures were washed 3 times
(centrifuged at 3800 rpm for 2 min) in pH 7.4 phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) (0.008 M Na2HPO4, 0.002 M KH2PO4,
and 0.15 M NaCl) and resuspended in the same buffer at a
concentration of approximately 1 � 108 cells per mL, as deter-
mined using D600 turbidity measurements. Cells were studied
immediately, with work completed within 1 hour of preparation.
Viability screening with propidium iodide (Sigma Aldrich,

Fig. 1 Polymers in solution exert osmotic attractive depletion forces on
particles when they do not adsorb. Osmotic attractions may also produce
depletion aggregation when the polymer adsorbs to the particles, as long
as there is substantial free polymer in solution to produce an adequate
osmotic pressure to drive particles together.
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excitation 535 nm, emission 617 nm) confirmed cell viability
before and after all experimental procedures.

Drops of the E. coli suspension were imaged at 100� in phase
contrast to determine cell size. Analysis via Oufti43 using the cell
detection analysis tool revealed, for 350–400 cells in each
suspension, an average length of 3.0 � 0.3 mm and an average
width of 0.96 � 0.05 mm. Batch-to-batch reproducibility in cell
shape is important to avoid as longer cells orient more than
short ones in flow. Our cell dimensions are typical of E. coli.

Glass surfaces

Microscope slides were soaked in concentrated sulfuric acid over-
night and rinsed thoroughly with deionized (DI) water before
immediately sealing in a flow chamber, and then initiating flow
of buffer. This process produces a silica surface on the slide.

Non-bioadhesive PEG surfaces

Non-bacterial adhesive surfaces were produced in situ on acid-
etched microscope slides sealed in the flow chamber. After
buffer flow had been established over a slide, it was replaced by
a 100 ppm buffered solution of a poly-L-lysine-PEG (PLL-PEG)
graft copolymer, flowing at a wall shear rate of 22 s�1. The
copolymer forms a layer adsorbed by electrostatic attractions
between negative silanol groups on glass slides with cationic
groups on the PLL backbone.44,45 The PEG side chains protrude
from the interface to produce a solvated PEG brush which
repels cells and proteins. The particular PLL-PEG architecture is
key to the generation of the copolymer layer on the microscope
slide and to the steric repulsions between the PEG brush and
molecules or cells from solution.46 This study employed PLL of
nominal molecular weight 15 000–30 000 g mol�1 (Sigma Aldrich)
and PEG side chains of 5000 g mol�1 (methoxypoly(ethylene
glycol)-succinimidyl valerate from Laysan Bio. Inc.) that functiona-
lized 1/3 of the backbone PLL amines, described previously in
detail.47

Polymer adsorption

The adsorbed amounts of PLL-PEG or PEO depletants, and the
times over which layers were established and retained were
determined employing near-Brewster reflectometry, in a flow
chamber of similar geometry to that of the flow microscope.
While near-Brewster reflectometry has been previously sum-
marized in detail,48 we mention here that with parallel-
polarized light reflecting back to a detector from inside a glass
substrate, the intensity of a laser reflected off a clean interface
vanishes at the Brewster angle. However, even small amounts of
adsorbed proteins and polymers, 0.01 mg m�2, can be detected
based on the intensity of the weakly reflecting beam at these
conditions.49 Upon adsorption of PLL-PEG to a negative silica
surface, the resulting PEG brush layers were confirmed not to
adhere E. coli cells or proteins, and did not desorb from the
surface at or near the conditions of this study.50

Bacterial capture and assessment

Bacteria captured on glass surfaces and those coated with a
non-adhesive PEG brush were studied in a video flow

microscope at a wall shear rate of 5 s�1. The flow chamber
was oriented perpendicular to the laboratory floor so that
gravity did not pull cells towards or away from the test surface.
Cell capture and orientations were recorded at standard video
frame rates and, as prescribed in a particular experiment, a study
focused on one region of surface as the numbers of cells changed
in flow, or in other parts of experiments, multiple images were
recorded after the viewing position was shifted to a neighboring
spot, all towards the center of the slide and near the original point
of study. In this way, multiple regions of a surface were assessed
for cell alignment and mobility. All experiments were run in
triplicate employing bacterial cultures grown on different days.
In measurements of capture kinetics, a 20� objective was
employed while measurements of cell orientation employed a
40� objective.

Data analysis

Images from video frames were analyzed by first subtracting a
background control frame, recorded prior to bacteria introduc-
tion, to remove features and aberrations on the camera’s
detector array. Then, to generate cell capture and release traces
(numbers of cells per time), each captured cell in the frame was
located and counted by employing a self-written Python code
implementing the OpenCV library. Only cells that stayed in the
same position for more than 30 frames (1 s) were counted. By
this method, when an aggregate attaches to the surface, the
aggregated cells are not well distinguished or counted. How-
ever, as shown in the results, most (95% or more) frames
contained only singlet cells. On a glass surface, when cells were
captured in the presence of solvated PEO, more aggregates
(making up o20% of captured cells) were observed. In this
case, counts determined by the Python code were compared
with manual counting to ensure accuracy.

To develop images for publishable standalone figures, time-
lapse averaging of video frames was employed to clearly identify
when cells were immobilized as opposed to moving. Images in
Fig. 3B (i), (ii), and (iii) are time-lapse images from a
5 second video.

The vertical orientation of each cell was classified by human eye
based on its shape (round-like was standing; rod-like with large
aspect ratio was considered tipped; others were considered lean-
ing) as defined in the Results section. When a cell was identified as
tipped or leaning, its shape was fit to an ellipse, using a self-written
Python code, to determine its major axis. The cell angle was found
by calculating the angle between the major axis and the flow
horizontal flow direction. 15–20 frames for each run were chosen
for orientation analysis. These frames were in adjacent fields both
upstream and downstream of the original field of view, where the
movie of the capture process was recorded.

Results
Cell capture in the presence of free polymer

Fig. 2A shows how log-phase E. coli cells flowing over a non-
adhesive surface can be made to adhere by adding dissolved
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85 200 g mol�1 PEO (1 wt%) to the bacterial suspension. In each
of five runs employing bacterial cells grown on different days,
cells were initially flowed over an adhesion-resistant PEG brush
coating for 20 minutes and did not adhere. Only the last
2 minutes of this step are included in Fig. 2A. Then, when
the PEO homopolymer depletant is introduced into the bulk
cell suspension, cells are captured on the adhesion-resistant
surface with excellent reproducibility.

The cell suspension initially contains individual bacterial
cells but, after the depletant is added, cells aggregate on the
time scale of minutes in free solution. This was established for
stationary phase E. coli29,32 and, in the ESI,† for the log-phase
cells in this work. Aggregation reduces the numbers of singlet
cells in suspension while capture is occurring. However, the
adhered cells, those counted in Fig. 2A, are found to be mostly
singlets. (The predominance of singlet adhered cells is evident
in the micrographs later in the paper.)

Even though aggregates and singlet cells both exist in the
suspension, hydrodynamic forces give rise to a preference for
the capture of singlet cells because the shear force experienced
by a cell or aggregate, resisting its capture, scales with the
square of its size.51 The flow of aggregates through the chamber
during capture of singlets is shown in the ESI.† The different
hydrodynamic forces on singlets and aggregates, and the
progressive reduction of singlets in the suspension from deple-
tion aggregation explain why the initially rapid depletion-
driven cell capture rates in Fig. 2A slow with time. These
features, rapid initial cell capture and leveling off of the capture
rate as a result of cell aggregation in the bulk suspension,
reported here for log phase E. coli cells, were previously
reported for stationary phase E. coli cells exposed to PEO
depletants.29

In addition to producing cell adhesion on surfaces that
otherwise would not capture cells, free polymer can enhance
bacterial capture on surfaces that are moderately adhesive

towards bacteria, such as acid-etched glass. Fig. 2B compares
E. coli accumulation from buffer on acid etched glass (red data)
to that from a suspension to which PEO depletant has been
added (purple data). Without depletant, on the lower red curve,
cells accumulate at a modest rate. Such slow capture is sugges-
tive of an electrostatic barrier between the cell and a negative
glass surface.36,52,53 When PEO is added to the free solution,
cell capture occurs more rapidly, approaching the rates seen for
depletion-limited capture of E. coli on a nonadhesive PEG
surface. Here one of the blue curves from Fig. 2A has been
replotted in Fig. 2B for comparison. It is seen that once
depletant is added, the greater cell capture amounts and
kinetics are dominated by depletion attractions rather than
physico-chemical interactions between the cells and the glass.

Reversibility of cell capture

A key feature of depletion attractions is that they vanish upon
removal of the depletant from solution. Consistent with this,
Fig. 3A shows that cells captured on the nonadhesive PEG-
coated surface are mostly released when the flowing PEO
solution is replaced by buffer. The small fraction of cells
remaining is reproducible for 5 runs conducted on different
days, and cells are not removed by increasing the wall shear
rate to 110 s�1. These E. coli are apparently retained by physico-
chemical interactions as a result of flaws in the nonadhesive
PEG brush54 or specific interactions with PEG. Alternately, it
may be the case that the PEG brush surfaces are just at the cusp
(considering variations in brush architecture) of inadequately
shielding the substrate. Then osmotic pressure from free PEO
slightly may dehydrate the brush or compresses cells against it
to establish adhesion of some cells which are retained in the
after PEO removal. In isolated instances when E. coli aggregates
had been captured on the surface, when free PEO was replaced
by buffer, the aggregates both dispersed and desorbed, consis-
tent with the reversibility of depletion forces.29

Fig. 2 (A). Five different runs tracking cell capture kinetics for E. coli cells on a non-adhesive PEG brush surface. Cells initially flow past the surface for 20
minutes, the last 2 minutes of which are included, demonstrating a lack of adhesion. Then, upon addition of 1 wt% PEO depletant to the bulk solution, cell
capture initiates and levels off. (B). Comparison of PEO depletant-driven capture on a PEG surface (blue points), PEO depletant-enhanced capture on
glass (purple points), and surface chemistry-driven capture on bare glass from buffer (red points). The field of view, in which cells are counted, is
178 mm � 267 mm.
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In contrast to the near complete release of cells from the
non-adhesive PEG brush surfaces upon removal of free PEO,
cells were almost entirely retained on glass at the original flow
rate or after the wall shear rate was increased from 5 to 110 s�1.
This is summarized in Fig. 3B, for depletion–enhanced cell
capture on glass followed by replacement of the PEO depletant
by flowing buffer. The results are compared with two controls:
cells captured directly from buffer on glass and cells captured
by PEO depletion on nonadhesive PEG surfaces, followed by
removal of PEO depletant. A slight decrease in the numbers of
retained cells, initially adsorbed from only buffer on glass (red
data), is seen when the wall shear rate is increased from 5 to
110 s�1. Fig. 3B establishes that the presence of free polymer
during cell capture strengthens physico-chemical adhesion on
glass, at least within the first 30 minutes of cell capture, and
this persists after removal of the free PEO.

The depletion–enhanced capture of E. coli on glass occurs
despite the fact that PEO likely adsorbs on glass, established in
the literature48,55–57 and shown for our particular PEO in
Fig. 3C. In near-Brewster reflectometry, scattering and refrac-
tive index effects from the concentrated 1 wt% PEO solutions
mask the adsorbed layer; therefore reflectometry was con-
ducted with PEO solutions of 100 ppm. PEO adsorption on
glass is found to be fast (transport limited) and, upon rinsing,
PEO is retained on the surface for long times. However, prior
studies demonstrated that within minutes of adsorption, even
high molecular weight PEO chains can be displaced by chal-
lenger species,56,58 one explanation for bacterial capture. PEO
displacement might occur due to the weak hydrogen bonding
nature of PEO adsorption and, there may also be the opportu-
nity for cell adhesion in the presence of some retained PEO
chains. These observations confirm that adsorption of a deple-
tant does not prevent the development of depletion attractions.
Depletion attractions require polymer free in solution but
persist in the presence of polymer adsorption. Further when
PEO adsorption occurs concurrently with bacterial cell capture,
cells can access the underlying surface and remain adhered
after the depletant is removed. Hence depletion has an
enhancement effect on cell adhesion already taking place
through physico-chemical routes.

Cell orientation

An important factor in the developing morphology of biofilms
is the orientation of the initially adhered cells.

Fig. 4 compares the orientations of cells captured via deple-
tion attractions on a non-adhesive surface to the orientations of
cells captured on glass with or without free PEO in solution.
The micrograph of Fig. 4A first establishes metrics of cell
orientation showing, for example, a field of E. coli cells cap-
tured on a non-adhesive PEG-coated surface in the presence of
a depletant. All the adhered cells in the field of view are singlets
as was often the case. The schematic defines metrics for cell
orientation, adhered by one end and standing vertically;
adhered by one end and leaning over a bit; or appearing tipped
almost flat to the surface (where it is not possible to see if only
one end or the entire side of the bacterium is in contact). We

Fig. 3 (A) Kinetics of cell release from a non-adhesive PEG brush surface,
after replacement of PEO by buffer, superposing 5 runs. (B) Cell retention
on glass, comparing retention after removal of PEO depletant (purple) to
retention after initial capture from PBS without depletant. An additional
control, cell retention on PEG brush surfaces after removal of PEO
depletant (in Part A) is also included. Example video frames for the three
experiments are placed below each set of bar graphs. Within each panel,
the darkest border shows cell counts before rinsing or removal of deple-
tant, the middle shade shows retention after rinsing at 5 s�1, and the light-
bordered panel shows retained cells after a subsequent increase in wall
shear rate to 110 s�1. (C) Reflectometry establishing PEO adsorption
timescale on glass.
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Fig. 4 (A) Definition of standing/leaning/tipped cells and typical micrographs showing examples of each, along with cell alignment angles. Each panel in
(B–D) includes a schematic, an example micrograph, a pie chart summarizing standing/leaning/tipped data from 15–20 different surface regions for 3
separate runs on separate days, and histograms for flow alignment of same cells. Four conditions are compared: (A) PEO-depletion driven capture on a
PEG brush surface (B) adhesive cell capture on glass from buffer (C) cell capture on glass enhanced by PEO depletant and (D) PEO enhanced cell capture
on glass after removal of PEO depletant. For all data, there is flow at a wall shear rate of 5 s�1. Color coding of frames matches Fig. 2 and 3.
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estimate that standing cells are vertical to the surface to within
151, that leaning cells are 151–701 to the surface normal, and
tipped cells are 701–901 (flat) to the surface.36 In-plane cell
orientation, which could be measured for cells that were
leaning or tipped, is reported with respect to the flow direction.

Fig. 4A–D summarize the cell orientation and reveal a
dramatic influence of physico-chemical attractions versus
depletion forces on cell orientation. Most pronounced is the
strong in-plane orientation (pie chart) and flow alignment of
cells (histogram) captured on the non-adhesive surfaces by
depletion forces. Here the large majority of cells (94+%) leaned
mostly flat to the surface and aligned with the flow, giving a
remarkable appearance to the surface in Fig. 4A. This behavior
contrasts previous reports of E. coli orientations on surfaces to
which they adhered more nearly vertically by physico-chemical
interactions on hydrophobic, cationic, and anionic glass
surfaces.36 In Fig. 4B, E. coli adsorbed to glass from buffer,
only 56% of the cells are tipped almost flat to the surface (pie
chart) and their alignment in the shear direction (histograms)
is less pronounced than cells held by depletion on nonadhesive
surfaces in Fig. 4A. The data in Fig. 4B quantitatively reproduce
our prior study on glass,36 though they were conducted by
different personnel years apart.

When cells adhere on glass in the presence of 1 wt%
dissolved PEO (Fig. 4C), the combined physico-chemical and
depletion forces produce a cell population in which slightly
greater numbers of cells are tipped flat to the surface (pie chart)
compared with direct adhesion onto glass (Fig. 4B). With both
depletion and physico-chemical attraction on glass (Fig. 4C),
however, the cells are tipped far less flat to the surface (pie
charts) compared with the case when depletants trapped cells
on a non-adhesive substrate (Fig. 4A). The combination of
depletion and physico-chemical interactions (Fig. 4C) also
allows cells to align more with the flow (histograms) compared
with direct adhesion on glass without depletion, but less than
depletion-driven capture on non-adhesive surfaces (Fig. 4A).
Fig. 4D shows that when cell capture on glass is enhanced by
PEO in free solution, the cell alignment in the plane of the
surface and in the flow direction is mostly retained after the
PEO solution is replaced by buffer after 30 minutes. The greater
fraction of cells tipped towards the surface in the presence of
depletant is likely a result of the depletion attraction of the cell
to the surface; however, since cells achieve a greater range of
orientations on rapidly and strongly adherent cationic
surfaces,36 the current findings suggest that cells turn over on
brushy surfaces in the moments their adhesion to the surface is

established, facilitating greater alignment in the flow direction
than on physio-chemically adhesive surfaces. It follows that the
orientations of cells adhered by depletion attractions are more
aligned than their free orientations in flowing solution.

Surface mobility of captured cells

When the PEO solution is replaced by buffer, the depletion
attraction is eliminated at the chamber wall and, if the surface
is non-adhesive, cells escape as shown in Fig. 3A. However on
glass, physico-chemical interactions hold cells on the surface
after removal of depletant, summarized in Fig. 3B. We observed
that cells which were mostly immobile and were flat to glass
surfaces in the presence of depletant, tipped slightly up and
rocked in place, adhering by only one end after removal of
depletant. This was particularly obvious if the flow was stopped
after removal of depletant. This rocking on glass was Brownian
rather than active, since cells lacked flagella.42 Table 1 sum-
marizes the percentages of cells that rocked or wiggled, aver-
aging data for three capture runs on separate days, examining
two fields in each run, and tallying behaviors of 30–80 cells in
each run.

The results in Table 1 were compiled by manually observing
video footage of each surface region after the conditions of
interest were achieved and then the pump was shut off. This
information is made clear, as shown in the examples Fig. 5, for
a glass surface in (A) with PEO depletant and later (B) after
replacement of PEO by buffer.

The ability of cells to wiggle on glass in the absence of PEO
suggests that the physico-chemical adhesion between the cell
envelope and glass either is very weak or it occurs over a very
small contact area. This may be, in part, a consequence of the
short range character of physico-chemical adhesion to glass,
contrasted with the longer range PEO-induced depletion attrac-
tions that drive cells to tip down a surface and hold them there.
Further, the in-place mobility of cells adhered to glass appears
to be a consequence of interactions with the glass itself,
evidenced by the behavior of cells captured on glass in the
absence of PEO. Thus, PEO adsorption during cell capture,
which might be expected to block adsorption sites on the glass
and weaken cell adhesion, seems not to be the cause of cell
rocking on glass after PEO rinsing.

Discussion
Adhesive interactions and kinetics

The features of E. coli capture on glass in the presence of free
PEO are consistent with the expected concentration of polymer
needed to produce substantial depletion attractions and with
our understanding of the additivity of interfacial potentials.
The reversibility of depletion attractions reveals the presence or
lack of other interactions: on fundamentally nonadhesive sur-
faces such as PEG brushes, cells are released upon removal of
depletant, but on adhesive surfaces such as glass, the under-
lying cell-glass interactions remain, allowing cells to rock or
wiggle in place. Relevant to biofilm formation, the presence of

Table 1 Fraction of captured cells that rocked or wiggled in place

Fraction of
wiggling or
rocking
cells

PEG brush surface + PEO depletant 3% � 1%
Glass surface + PEO depletant 18% � 3%
Glass surface + PBS 56% � 1%
Glass surface + PEO depletant, then replace PEO with PBS 67 � 3%
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depletant can enhance cell capture, quickly elevating the num-
bers of captured cells which would be otherwise slow to
accumulate on a surface such as glass, for instance as a result
of electrostatic barriers to adhesion.

When PEO acts as a depletant, its concurrent adsorption to
glass appears not to hinder cell capture. The reason may be
because PEO chains residing on a surface for a short time are
easily displaced by challenging species, especially those higher
in molecular weight.56,58 Indeed, the fact that PEO homopoly-
mer adsorption alone provides poor protection against cell and
protein adhesion is the reason why more sophisticated
approaches have been pursued to anchor PEG to surfaces,
enabling retention of a non-adhesive coating. Our observations
further underline the fact that it is the presence of free polymer
in solution which gives rise to depletion attractions at an
interface. With polymer remaining in solution, depletion forces
can cause cell adhesion to a bare surface or to a surface
containing some adsorbed depletant molecules. Thus, adsorp-
tion of the depletant is not contrary to depletion-attractions, as
long as some free polymer remains.

Another interesting fact borne out in this study is that strong
cell adhesion to a surface does not necessarily ensure a flat cell
configuration. On cationic surfaces that strongly adhere oppo-
sitely charged objects, both E. coli cells36 and negative rod-
shaped silica microparticles59 are captured and trapped in
mostly end-adhered configurations, unable to rotate down
and lie flat on the surface. In contrast the flat (or nearly so)
adhered cell configurations produced by depletion attractions

suggest cell mobility in the instants of capture, so that cells may
turn flat upon initial surface contact. Once flat to the
surface, however, depletion attractions can be sufficient to hold
cells still, depending on the depletant concentration which
dictates the strength of the depletion attraction. The adhesion
of E. coli on glass and other negative surfaces is interesting,
exhibiting a preference for end-on adsorption36,60 and the
observed rotational wiggling of nonmotile cells,61 or aggressive
circling of trapped flagella-containing cells also including
Pseudomonas.62–64

Potential impact on colony and biofilm growth

Recent work has suggested the orientation of adhered cells has
a large impact on the structure of growing microcolonies and
biofilms.37–40 When founder cells, those captured initially from
solution, are flat to the surface, early cell division produces
daughter cells which also lie flat to the surface. The resulting
microcolony can consist of a monolayer containing hundreds
of cells. In such a monolayer, all the cells have relatively good
transport and are directly wetted by solution. At some point,
cell division causes cells towards the center of the colony to
buckle upwards, so that further division produces at least one
cellular overlayer, producing 3D structures in the biofilm. One
might imagine that end-adsorbed cells never form much of a
monolayer with daughter cells potentially escaping the inter-
face, or adsorbing nearby, especially in the presence of deple-
tant. Thus the depletion interactions, especially in combination
with surfaces that hold cells by physio-chemical interactions,
hold potential to produce colonies and biofilms of markedly
different structures.

Conclusions

This work established how depletion attractions from PEO in
free solution can combine with other surface forces giving
diverse cell capture behavior on different surfaces. Free PEO
in solution drives the capture of log phase E. coli cells on PEG-
coated surfaces that otherwise would not capture these cells.
This behavior was compared to capture of the same cells on
cell-adhesive glass surfaces from buffer and PEO solutions.
Depletion attractions increased the rate of cell capture and
the numbers of cells captured above what they would otherwise
be on glass. This enhanced cell capture occurred because the
attractive depletion potential can combine with other attractive
interactions and dominate kinetics. The result is particularly
pronounced when the other potentials are shorter in range or
contain repulsive barriers.

Removal of free PEO from solution eliminates depletion
forces, leaving the physico-chemical interactions of E. coli with
the underlying surface, either a mostly non-adhesive PEG coat-
ing or adhesive glass. In the former case, cells are mostly
released from the surface, but on glass, cells are retained by
physico-chemical interactions at one end of the cell and their
in-place mobility increases. This work further demonstrated
how the adsorption of the depletant does not prevent the

Fig. 5 Examples of diffusive cell rotation motion and wiggling. (A) A lack
of motion for cells adhered to a glass surface in the presence of PEO and
(B) motion of the same cells after replacement of PEO by buffer. The time
stamps show when the image was recorded, relative to the time of the first
image in each of the two cases. The green dots indicates the part of cells
appearing fixed during about a minute in which the cells orientation varied
through Brownian rotation and wiggling after PEO was rinsed in part B. The
same points for the same cells in part A show the positions of the immobile
points at the time each cell was fully immobile on the surface in the
presence of PEO.
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development of depletion forces, which only require sufficient
concentrations of free polymer (or other depletant species) in
solution. Depletion forces, for the case of 85 200 g mol�1 PEO at
1 wt% in solution, are sufficient to hold cells still on the surface
and flat to the nonadhesive surfaces. On glass, in the presence
of PEO, cells are held still, but their physico-chemical adhesion
by one end becomes evident upon removal of the depletion
interaction.

These findings may have impact on our understanding of
biofilm formation under conditions that give rise to different
cell-surface interactions, especially considering the prevalence
of polymers in bacteria-rich environments and the non-specific
character of depletion and electrostatic interactions, which act
across different bacterial types and also colloidal particles.
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